Broadway Rose’s mission is to create unparalleled musical theatre experiences that invigorate audiences and enrich our communities. In addition to putting the best work possible on our stage, to us that also means making it possible for individuals to experience it as fully and comfortably as possible. Below are some advisories for sensory- and content-sensitive patrons.

**Emotional Music**
The music in Analog & Vinyl has some songs that are loud rock music and others that are slow and emotional. The songs can shift in emotion and tone from each number to the next.

**Loud Noises & Flashing Lights**
When “The Stranger” gets angry, she will pretend to make lightning and thunder to scare Rodeo Girl and Harrison. The lights will flash briefly and there will be the loud sound of thunder.

**Adult Themes**
The show contains frequent use of strong profanity and mature content with adult themes. The characters also make sexual references, and refer to drinking alcohol and smoking marijuana.

Harrison talks about his mother who died when he was young. Harrison’s dad is also sick and may die, which makes Harrison feel sad.

**The Stranger**
Analog & Vinyl makes references to curses and the devil. The mysterious stranger is the devil and will talk about “evil” deeds. She does not hurt or curse Harrison or Rodeo Girl.

“The Stranger” startles Rodeo Girl and Harrison by creating the sound and flashes of thunder and lightning.